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THE WHY?

The relationships between technology,

data, people and place are changing

rapidly. 

They are converging, with the lines

between analogue and digital blurring.

We believe our city planning, design

and management practices are not

keeping up. 

Each Future of Place Discovery Session

will explore this evolving relationship so

cities, practitioners and innovators

exploit opportunities in creating the

best places for people.
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SERIES OVERVIEW

In this exciting series of Discovery

Sessions we explore emerging issues,

approaches and solutions in the rapidly

changing world of city planning and

design, placemaking, urban mobility

and economic development.

The Discovery Session is a 1.5hr online

engagement that is part knowledge

sharing and part delegate participation.

Delegates firstly hear about the latest

thinking, research, policy making and

professional practice from government

and non-government stakeholders. This

is then followed by an interactive

session between delegates and the

session guests.

Using an online platform to facilitate

rapid brainstorming and prioritisation,

everyone benefits from seeing and

hearing the collective views on these

critical issues from all guests and

delegates.

A session report-out is then circulated

to all attendees, and used to inform

further work on the Future of Place

project.

Join us.
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23 FEBRUARY

In this session we explore the

emerging 'contestability' of the

kerbside, and how future mobility

solutions are becoming

increasingly demanding on new

planning and design approaches.

We believe it's time to rethink the

right-of-way, and the allocation of

space. What's the emerging

thinking on allocating our street

space? Vehicles, active travel

and on-street dining and retail.

What are our priorities?

30 MARCH
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27 APRIL

In this session we explore the

multitude of technology and data

solutions supporting the 'last

mile'. From e-scooter mobility to

digital wayfinding, MAAS apps

and more. What does the 'last

mile' of the future look like?

25 MAY

We now connect physically,

digitally and mentally with place.

Public WiFi is a staple enabler of

digital connectivity, but that's

just the beginning. What about

5G, and IoT? Lets look at the

latest technology and data

enablers helping us connect with

place for better experiences.
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29 JUNE

Understand, appreciate,

facilitate, invest, rinse and

repeat. Lets hear about the

leading technology and data

enablers for place management

helping shape the best places for

people, and prosperity.

Are we even close to realising an

AV future? Will a Flat White

delivered by drone ever scale

beyond a proof of concept? And

are those robot delivery 'thingies'

going to survive the urban

sidewalk? - lets discuss. Oh, and

how might we design our cities to

make them work?

27 JULY
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25 AUGUST

Everytime we click 'buy' and

'submit' online there is a physical

impact. Ordering a rideshare,

purchasing groceries online or

dialing up a late night ramen -

this is as much a city planning,

mobility and urban design issue

as it is an e-commerce issue!

Great places are shaped for

people, by people. And

community engagement is key to

this success. What are the best

solutions for digital collaboration

and how can they support

greater community engagement

and social equity in building the

best places.

28 SEPTEMBER
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19 OCTOBER

Could the Digital Twin be the

most powerful data platform for

planning, designing and

managing place? Lets discuss

data integration, place

scenarios, insights integration

and visualisation.

In this final Discovery Session for

the year we bring together many

of the themes discussed in 2021,

and scale them up as part of our

'Smart Precincts' session -

technology and data as enablers

for the best places that are

resilient and advance community

wellbeing.

23 NOVEMBER
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KEEN TO ENGAGE?

REGISTER AND JOIN A SESSION

Students | $25 (+GST) AUD

Non-members | $75 (+GST) AUD

Members | Free

SECURE A SEAT FOR THE ENTIRE SERIES (X12) 

Students | $200 (+GST) AUD

Non-members | $600 (+GST) AUD

Members | Free

Option to provide a representative on the guest panel

Pre or post session podcast interview

Co-branding in all marketing, and session report-out

Sponsorship acknowledgement during session

SPONSOR A SESSION

$1,500 (+GST) AUD
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